1

Across
1 Has ploughed up
common looking
for hide (8)

2

3

4

5

9

6

7

8

10
11

5 It's here but
opposite to 20
(6)

12

9 Play ,'Racine' e.g.
seen at this hall
(8)

13

14

15

16

17

18

10 Air-frame liable
to trap lady
aviator (6)

19

20

21
22

12 20s in Surrey (5)

23

13 Her beaming will
inevitably lead to
a row (9)

26

27

28

29

24

25

14 Watch it being
snapped (6)
16 Arabs assume it
at mealtimes (7)
19 Labs were first
to produce a
form of
transport....... (7)
21 ......wild relative
is modest having
broken toe (6)
23 Maybe used by
potter,
attempting a
cutback on the
green (9)
25 Regularly left
tunnel dirt
beamless (5)

with (6)
29 Pardon
retrospective
works omitting
scott (8)
Down
1 Acts like
ambassador,
going in and
making a packet
(6)
2 Stopping a posh
car, gets in ,
crashes (9)

3)
7 Flier starts off
with light engine
training (5)

22 Goddess in bath
scene loses
honour (6)

8 Root out travel
agencies doing
retail free deal
(8)

24 Cuts in transport
announcement
(5)

11 Ruler able to
orate (4)
15 Stones had
nothing in the
bad old times (9)

3 Drips heard in
space (5)

17 Hastings
endlessly faxed
the old crone (63)

27 First cub brigade
arrange walk in
London (8)

4 Endlessly depict
cures for foodie
(7)

18 Lover's promise
to marry
afterwards (8)

28 Some find
Dolores is too
much to contend

6 Not wanting to
be taken, arrived
at artist's and
hurry outside (6-

20 It's here but
opposite to 5 (4)

26 Cheers, yet gets
the staff browned
off (6)

dam around 4 (7)

21 Characters linked

25 Often seen under
jerseys (5)

